The beautiful tributes in a leatherbound " Memory Book" presented to Miss Burgeson , written by people who have been closely asso ciated with her over the years, are both an honor to the nursing staff and a declaration of management's faith in the ideals and standards of the medical department. The foundations of these ideals and standards were laid by the first nurse here, May Middleton, almost a half century ago in 1913. They have been broadened and enriched as new challenges and health knowledge have come. The lessons learned in each turn of the wheel have been applied in planning the next turns.
The Sears' health program, widely regarded as one of the most enlighten. ed .and effective in the industrial world, is built on the principle that has long prevailed in management's relations with employees-there must be profit for the worker as well as for management. Since 1916 Sears has operated a profit-sharing plan that has helped employees prepare for their eventual retirement and has helped create a sense of partnership -a valuable asset in any enterprise.
The health program reflects this sense of sharing -of helping the worker with a health problem to help himself. Skilled counsel, the wide use of community resources, and when occasion demands, actual service, are available to him. While the nurses meticulously follow the rules set up by official health departments, they have no rigid routines that limit the quality or quantity of the service given an employee. Every situation is treated according to its own needs -a policy that is steadfastly supported by management. The employee's physician is always consulted, his orders sought, and cooperatively physician and nurse work together.
Thus, while the 21.room, well equipped department is set up pri-The tributes received by Miss Burgeson, a few of which are published on this page, indicate not only the esteem in which she is held in her firm , but also indicate how the service of one nurse can bring credit to the entire specialty of industrial nursmg. 
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marily as a health service that includes physical examinations (and periodic checkups when indicated ), and emergency care for the. 13,000 employees, the scope of its activities goes beyond these services. Many workers, of course, have no need for help with personal problems. But others may have troubles that adversely affect their productivity, their ability to get along with people, or the development of their best selves. The tensions and tempo of to day 's life take a toll that may be manifested in alcoholism, frictions, and in physical and mental illnesses. Into the lives of people there often come problems too that they cannot themselves fully identify until they are talked out with a skilled, understanding listener-one who has many resources at hand.
One of the striking things about the program is the wide use the nurses make of resources, both within the organization and outside. Probably no group of workers in welfare has a more comprehensive knowledge of where to turn for advice or help than those in the well-organized industrial medical department. The average day's work includes a broad variety of contacts-hospitals, health and social agencies, physicians, ministers, or consultation with authorities within the plant.
Six years ago Sears adopted a plan for employment of the handicapped. Instead of rejecting the job applicant with an obvious physical disability, the department sets out to evaluate the applicant's abilities and then to recommend him for a task in which these can be safely and productively utilized. The various jobs in the plant have been classified according to the demands they make on workers, but in order to prevent malfunctions, the medical department checks up at intervals. Usually this checkup is needed only in the period of initial adjustment. This service is open too to individuals referred by health and similar agencies. Experience has shown this program is so profitable to both management and worker that it will be continued.
The department itself is a bright, hospitable place that, despite its many activities, at once creates a sense of ease to the worker coming in at the door. The forty chairs in the open waiting room are invitingly comfortable, and the walls of all the rooms are done in a variety of soft colors, with no suggestion of the stark pallor that by tradition marks the conventional health center.
The interviewing and exammmg rooms are arranged around the waiting room so they provide a streamlined path for the employee from his initial interview to his departure from the doctor's office. An impressive feature is the availability of seven private rooms for taking histories where an employee can speak freely, confident that only the nurse is listening. Since listening is considered a top therapeutic measure, these rooms have values beyond those of history taking.
Available too is a well-equipped laboratory where nurses draw blood for tests, and where they immunize personnel who are leaving for work in other countries. The laboratory has portable oxygen and electrocardiograph machines. Nearby are two attractive "Rest Rooms ," actually wards, one equipped with eight beds for women; the other with three beds for men. The " Nurses' Room " is comfortable and furnished with individual lockers. The company provides and launders, without charge, the fresh uniforms the nurses put on daily.
Miss Burgeson has been Director of Nursing Service since 1946, having entered the department as a staff member ten years earlier. The tenure of the staff nurses varies of course, but turnover is small. The nurses like their work and give themselves to it wholeheartedly. "We try to get nurses with a certain degree of maturity in experience," says Miss Burgeson. "I have always believed that one of a nurse's greatest values in any service is her knowledge of people. The nurse, close to the patient troubled by the various problems that illness or accident bring, learns how people react to these problems; she learns too their potentialities in guided self-help plans. The broader her knowledge the better she fits into the industrial health program.
"We don't pretend to be psychiatrists or sociologists or ministers, but experience in listening, in evaluating, in working out problems with a troubled or troublesome employee does bring out the best in us in seasoned judgments and concern with human welfare. We never do for an employee what he can do for himself. Our whole emphasis is in working with-with the private physician, the outside agency, with management, and the like-but alwa ys on a plan worked out with the employee.
"The aim of the department is to help the worker overcome the obstacles that block the path to better health. When the phy sical examination reveals a need for corrections that the worker is well able to take care of himself, he is encouraged to do so. But if the examination brings to light complex and contributory problems, or if the employee, suddenl y confronting a difficult situation, does not know the community resources to which he may turn, we are there to help.
" Industrial nursing demands a strong blend of heart, head and hands, plus a feel and a genuine love for people," adds Miss Burgeson after twenty-five years in the service, "and I can't believe there's a field of work anywhere that brings more enduring satisfactions than industrial nursing to the nurse who brings these qualities to her job."
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